
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1406

boom!

When this shocking voice sounded, everyone was shocked!

There are expressions of horror on that face!

The mood, even more so, sank to the bottom in this instant!

What did they hear?

What did they see?

Long Jiu actually knelt down on the ground, honoring Lin Fan as the

Lin Zuo?

Lin Fan, he really is the Lin Zuo!

This sentence was like a thunderstorm, fiercely exploding in the minds

of Zhao Yanzhi and others!

Let them all can’t believe their ears and eyes at this time!

Going completely crazy!

how can that be!

Then one of China’s four prestigious military seats, is the Lin family’s

waste and waste?

incredible!

Everyone was dumbfounded, his eyes seemed to be split apart!

“Impossible, how could this waste be Lin Zuo? Long Ye, what are you

talking about!”

Zhao Yanzhi screamed in horror, completely dumbfounded!

Lin Fan is really Lin Zuo? I thought it was just a lie made up by Lin

Fan to save his life, but now… it turned out to be true!

She cannot accept this result!

Not only her, but even Wang Yun and others are completely

dumbfounded!

They have worked so hard, and the person who is going to fudge is

actually the useless person they once despised?

For a long time, Lin Fan was nothing but ant-like waste in their eyes.

But now…

He turned out to be an unattainable existence for all of them!

Seeing this, they are going crazy!

just!

Long Jiu did not explain, he still maintained a respectful posture,

kneeling in front of Lin Fan!

The atmosphere dare not breathe!

however!

What made everyone present even more incredible happened!

The super bosses who had been waiting for a long time followed Long

Jiu, one after another, rushing towards Lin Fan.

With excitement and ecstasy on his face!

Until when … Lin Fan in front crashed!

They acted neatly and uniformly, and they all bowed to Lin Fan:

“Four masters, have seen the forest seat!”

“Dragon and tiger war gods, have seen the forest seat!”

“Northern King, have seen the forest seat!

” Mike, I have seen the Lin Zuo!”

…

respectful voices one after another, one after another, sounded one

after another.

This group of big men, who have long been famous in all walks of life,

knelt down towards Lin Fan at this moment.

boom!

When the last big guy knelt down, the entire banquet hall fell into a

strange silence instantly.

Zhao Yanzhi and others, as well as the guests present, were all

dumbfounded!

They unexpectedly saw the big men from all walks of life present,

kneeling on one knee toward this man!

Respectfully call it Lin Zuo!

Puff!

Zhao Yanzhi’s face was sullen, pale as paper, his legs were completely

soft, and he was paralyzed on the ground.

That pretty face was pale, full of shock and fear!

But more, it is unbelievable!

As the old saying goes, the tiger father has no dogs, but she has always

felt that among the men of the Lin family, the only rubbish like Lin Fan

is not as good as a dog, and only worthy of being called a bedbug!

She also said just now that Lin Fan didn’t even deserve to carry shoes

to Lin Tianxun!

Because she really felt that with a waste like Lin Fan, even if she

worked her entire life, she couldn’t catch up with the footsteps of

geniuses like Lin Tianxun.

But now…

Lin Fan slapped her severely with the facts.

now!

It’s not that Lin Fan is not worthy of Lin Tianxun’s shoes, but that Lin

Tianxun is not qualified to be side by side with Lin Fan!

Lin Tianxun relied on the Lin family to have his social status today!

But what about Lin Fan?

He is a complete family abandoned youngster!

Relying entirely on his own strength, in just over ten years, he has

climbed up to a position capable of contending with the entire Lin

family!

What a horror is this!

The man in front of him is simply a monster!

Now!

She looked at Lin Fan with complicated eyes!

She finally knew why Lin Fan could live in Room No. 1 Tianzi.

I finally knew why Mu Lingshan was paralyzed by the fright on the

spot.

Because of him, he is a dignified forest seat!
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